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Abstract 
We consider an abstract metric space with a computuhility structure and an e$%ctive separat- 
ing .wt. In this article, we also introduce an @stiffly a-compuct spuce. The computability of 
real-valued functions on such a space is defined. It is shown that some of typical propositions in 
a metric space, namely Baire category theorem, Tietze’s extension theorem and decomposition 
of unity, can be effectivized. It is also proved that computable functions are dense in continuous 
functions. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
Computable real numbers and computable functions among continuous real functions 
have been investigated for many years. Inheriting the preceding researches, Pour-El and 
Richards in [6] gave a formulation of the computability structure in a Banach space, 
and proved some relations between mathematical concepts in analysis and the notion 
of computability. They place the classical mathematics as the basis, and characterize 
computable objects in contrast to classical objects. One important point of their work 
is that it can deal with the computability of discontinuous functions. 
Later Washihara in [8] extended their theory to the Frlchet space and gave many 
interesting examples of Frkchet spaces with computability structures. The metric in- 
duced from the norm of a Banach space preserves the computability, that is, for a 
computuble sequence from a Banach space, say {a,}, the norms { Ila,ll} form a com- 
putable sequence of reals. Washihara and Yasugi in [9] then investigated the relation 
between semi-norms and the metrics induced from them in the light of computabil- 
ity. Most of the induced metrics preserve the computability, but there is a case in 
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which the preservation of metric is left open. On the other hand, the efectiue conver- 
gence and the efSective continuity with respect to semi-norms and those with respect 
to induced metrics are shown to be equivalent, without knowing the computability of 
metrics. 
These facts inspired us to introduce in [S] the notion of a computability structure in 
a metric space in the spirit of [6]. Namely, the computubility structure 9’ of a metric 
space (Xd) is defined to be a set of sequences from X which satisfies the following 
axioms: 
Axiom Ml (Metrics). If {xm}, {y,} E 9, then {d(x,, yn)},,, forms a double sequence 
of computable reals. 
Axiom M2 (Reenumerations). If {xn} E 9, then {.a~~(~,} E Y for any recursive func- 
tion M. 
Axiom M3 (Limits). If {xmn} E Y, {xm} CX and {xmn} converges to {xm} as lrz+cc 
effectively in m and n, then {x,,,} E 9. 
A sequence {e,} in Y is called an @ctive sepurating set if {e,} is dense in 
X. In relation to computability structures, significant spaces are those with effective 
separating sets. In such a space, many of the classical theorems on metric spaces can 
be efictivized. 
In [5], we proved some meta-lemmas on computability structures and gave a char- 
acterization of the completion of a computability structure. The present article is an 
extended treatment of metric spaces with computability structures and effective sepa- 
rating sets. It contains detailed proofs of propositions such as the effective version of 
Baire’s theorem and the denseness of computable functions in continuous functions on 
an efictively compact space. These were announced in [S]. Another main theme here 
is the theory of real-valued computable functions on an effectively o-compact spuce 
with an efective separating set. 
A computability structure could exist for a non-separable space. There could also 
exist in a separable space a computability structure which does not contain any dense 
subset. In classical analysis, however, it is the Polish space, namely the complete 
separable metric space, that is important. The significant part of analysis has been 
developed in such spaces. We therefore work on the Polish space with a computability 
structure and an effective separating set. 
In Section 1 of this article, we will list some of the definitions and results in Sections 
2-5 of [5] for the reader’s convenience. Refer also to Ch. 0 of [6] for basic definitions. 
The effective Baire theorem was announced in Section 6 of [5], and we give its full 
treatment in Section 2 here. 
Some basic properties of computable functions on an effectively compact space have 
been investigated in Section 7 of [5]. These included the computability of maximum 
values and an effective version of Urysohn’s lemma. Section 3 here returns to com- 
putable functions, and gives a detailed proof of the fact that computable functions are 
dense in continuous functions (Theorem I). 
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In Section 4, the notion of effectively o-compact metric spaces is introduced, and the 
computable functions on such a space is defined. The effective versions of some basic 
properties of computable functions, such as the sequential maximum value theorem and 
the sequential Urysohn’s lemma are claimed to hold in an effectively o-compact space. 
In Section 5, we will use the effective sequential Uryson’s lemma to give a di- 
rect proof of the effective Tietze’s extension theorem (Theorem 2) in the effectively 
a-compact space. This is an example that the construction of a desired function in 
the classical proof can be adopted without alteration and one only has to demonstrate 
its computability. As an applictaion, the effective version of decomposition of unity 
(Theorem 3) is shown to hold. 
The foundations of computability in analysis are thoroughly investigated in [ 1 I]. 
The notion of computable metric spaces is introduced and studied in [lo] and [I]. The 
reader may refer to them. Related topics are seen in [2,3, 121 
We have referred to [7] and [4] in surveying the classical theory of metric spaces. 
1. Preliminaries 
Computable reals are defined in [6] from recursive sequences of rationals in a stan- 
dard manner. 
Definition 1.1 (Computable sequences of rationals and reals). (i) A sequence of ra- 
tionals, say {Q}, is said to be computable if there exist three recursive functions a, fi 
and (T such that 
o(k) @(k) a=(-1) P(k)’ 
where b(k) is assumed to take positive values for all k. 
(ii) A double sequence {rkn} of rationals or reals is said to converge effectively to 
a sequence of real numbers {x,,}, if there exists a recursive function x such that, for 
all p and k>,cc(p,n), lrkn -x,1 < 1/2P. 
(iii) A sequence of reals, say {xn}, is said to be computable, if there exists a 
computable double sequence of rationals which converges effectively to {xn}. 
A real number x is called computable if {x,x,. . .} is a computable sequence. 
Definition 1.2 (Effectively Cauchy sequence of rationals and reals). Let {rk} be a 
computable sequence of rationals or reals. {Q} is said to be effectively Cauchy if 
there exists a recursive function CI such that, for all p and 112, n 2 z(p), Irm - r,l< l/2”. 
Proposition 1.1 (Effective convergence of rationals: Proposition 3 of [5]). For a com- 
putable sequence of rationals {r-k}, two conditions below are equivalent. 
(i) {rk} effectively converges to a (computable) real. 
(ii) {rk} is effectively Cauchy. 
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We now turn to the computability problem in a metric space. Let us denote a metric 
space by (X, d). 
Definition 1.3 (Effective convergence in metric spaces). Let (X,d) be a metric space, 
let {x,} be a sequence from X and let {x,k} be a double sequence from X. {xfik} is 
said to converge to {xn} as k-03, effectively in n and k, if there exists a recursive 
function p such that, for all p and k 3 b(p, n), d(x,k,x,) d 1/2J’. 
{xn} is said to be effectively Cauchy if there exists a recursive function a such that, 
for all p and m,n>~(p), d(x,,x,)<1/2P. 
In the following, 9’ will denote a non-empty family of sequences from X. 
Remark 1.1. A double sequence {xnk} can be regarded as a sequence in terms of 
standard recursive pairing functions. The same holds with n-fold sequences. We will 
thus regard Y as a set of sequences from X with arbitrary numbers of indices. 
The computability structure for a metric space has been defined in [5] as follows. 
Definition 1.4 (Computability structure). Y will be called a computability structure 
on (X,d) if it satisfies the three axioms below. A sequence in 9 is called a computable 
sequence (relative to 9). 
Axiom Ml (Metrics). If {xm}, {yn} E Y, then {d(x,,,,yn)}m,n forms a double sequence 
of computable reals. 
Axiom M2 (Reenumerations). If {xn} E Y, then {xscn,} E Y for any recursive func- 
tion X. 
Axiom M3 (Limits). If {xmn} E 9, {xm} c X and {xmn} converges to {xm} as n+oo, 
effectively in m and n, then {x,} E 9. (See Definition 1.3 for effective convergence.) 
Remark 1.2. When a sequence of the form {x,x,x,. . .> is computable, we say x is 
a computable element of X(relative to 9). With this definition, it holds that if a 
sequence {xn} is in Y, then each element x, is computable. 
Subsequently, 9’ will denote a computability structure, and the triplet (X, d, Y) will 
denote a metric space with a computability structure 9’. 
Definition 1.5 (IZfictive separability). (X,d, Y) is said to be effectively separable 
(with respect to 9’) if there exists a sequence {e,} in Y which is dense in X. 
In this case, {e,} is called an effective separating set for (X,d, 9’). 
Proposition 1.2 (Effective density lemma). Let {e,} be an effective separating set, 
und let {xn} be u sequence from X. Then the ,fbllowing (i) and (ii) are equivulent. 
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(i) {xn} E Y. 
(ii) Thrre is a recursive function a suclz that {ez(n,~)} converges to {xn} us k+w, 
@ectively in n und k. 
Corollary. In an e$xtively sepuruhle spucr, it holds thut, given uny sequences {x,,}, 
{_YR) E ec/‘, (~o,YoJl,y, >...> &I, y,,...} E,Y. 
Proof. Suppose r and B are recursive functions with which {xn} and {yn} are re- 
spectively approximated effectively by {e,}, that is, {er(n,kj} and {eg(n,x)} respectively 
approximate effectively {x,,} and { yn}. Define a recursive function 7 by 
?(2i,k)=z(i,k); 7(2i+ l,k)=fl(i,k). 
Then the sequence (x0, yo,xl, ~1,. . . ,x,, y,, . . .} is approximated effectively by {e,} with 
y, and hence it belongs to 9. 0 
Proposition 1.3 (Stability lemma). Suppose there urr tnlo computubility .structurcs, 
suy 9, und YIol, on (X, d), und suppose {e,} is un gfictive .?epuroting set ,fbr (X, d, .‘4 ) 
and (X, d, 92). Then 91 = 92. 
In a complete metric space, a computability structure .Y’ is effectively complete in 
the following sense. 
Proposition 1.4 (Effective completeness). Let {x,,,} be u cornputuble sequence qf’rf’ 
fective Cuuchy sequences, that is, d(x,k,x,I) converges to 0 us k, l+ca, ejtictivrly in 
k, 1 und m. Then there exists {x,,,} E Y such that {x~x} converges to {xm} us k+w, 
efltictively in k and m. 
This fact follows immediately from the completeness of the space and Axiom M3. 
The completion of the space (X, d, 9’) has a computability structure induced from .‘T 
(Theorems 12 and 13 of [5]). 
In Section 4 of [5], several examples of the computability structures in metric spaces 
are presented. Among them are metrizations of Banach spaces and Fr6chet spaces 
(Examples 4 and 5). If a Banach space or a Frbchet space has an effective generating 
set, then it induces an effective separating set in the metrized space. It will be also 
interesting to know some examples which do not have desirable properties. We take 
up two of such examples here. They originate in Banach spaces. 
Note. It can be easily seen that, if (X, d, 9’) is the metrization of a Banach space with 
a computability structure Y’, and, if 9 contains a dense sequence {e,} in X, then {e,,} 
serves as an effective generating set in the original space. 
Example 1.1 (Pour-El and Richards [6, Example I in 6 of Ch. 21). Let H be the 
Hilbert space L2[0, 27~1 over complex numbers. This space has an intrinsic computability 
structure with an effective generating set. 
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H has also a non-intrinsic computability structure, say Y’u, of ultra-computable se- 
quences, where a sequence {fn} c H is ultra-computable if it is a sequence of trigono- 
metric polynomials of uniformly bounded degrees and with computable coefficients. 
The ultra-computable elements are dense in H, but no sequence in Spu is dense in H. 
The metric space and its computability structure induced from jH,Y”) does not own 
any effective separating set due to the note above. 
Example 1.2 (Pour-El and Richards [6, Example 2 in 6 of Ch. 21). As for the space 
Lc-[0, 11, which is not separable, there is no computability structure which satisfies 
that, characteristic functions of intervals with computable end points be computable. 
The metric space induced from Lm[O, l] is known to be complete. The computable 
sequences of functions on [O,l] in the sense of Ch. 0 of [6] form a computability 
structure for this space. For any computable interval [a, b], where 0 <a < b < 1, its 
characteristic function is not computable in this sense. 
2. Effective Baire theorems 
In this section, we consider an effective version of Baire’s theorems, assuming that 
(X, d, 9) is a complete metric space with a computability structure and with an effective 
separating set { ej}. 
We define B(a,r)={xld(a,x)<r} and B(a,r)={xld(a,x)dr}. 
Definition 2.1 (Effectively dense open sets). A sequence of open sets {Uk} is said to 
be effectively sequentially dense (with respect to {ei}) if there are recursive functions 
/II and 82 such that 
for all k,j(= 0,1,2,. . .), and for all Y (positive rationals). 
Note. A positive rational r is of the form pr/p2(pr = 1,2,, . . , p2 = 1,2,. . .). We iden- 
tify r with the number n which counts the pair (pr , ~2). For example, we can take 
n = J( pr , ~2) with a standard paring function J. So, we may suppose that a recursive 
function takes arguments and values from positive rationals. This kind of economy in 
notation will simplify the expressions. 
Proposition 2.1 (Effective Baire theorem: Proposition 15 of Mori et al. [5]). Suppose 
{ uk} is a sequence of efectively sequentially dense open sets. Then there exists (I 
sequence {xq} in 9 such that 
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for all j, r, where q =J( j, Y). (See the Note above.). As a consequence, {xq} is dense 
in X. 
Proof. We will prescribe a construction procedure of a sequence of pairs { (ezL ,s~)}~ 
uniformly in q. {vz} is a recursive double sequence of natural numbers, and {s;l} 





3. &e,,;,$) c (ni,, U,,) nB(e,,r), 
4. {e,;:}k is effectively Cauchy (Definition 1.3) with respect to k, effectively in q. 
Note. Although Requisite 4 is a consequence of Requisite 2, we include it here for 
the sake of convenience. 
Assuming first that we have constructed the sequence as above, we claim the ex- 
istence of {xq} as follows. By virtue of Requisite 4 and Proposition 1.4 (Effective 
completeness), _$ = limk_m e,;, exists (with respect to the metric d) and {xq} E 9’. It 
now suffices to show 
Suppose we can show 
( 1) xy E &e,,;,sl) for all k. 
Then follows, from 3, 
for all k, and hence holds 
the desired result. 
So, we will finish up the proof by proving ( 1). 
Suppose otherwise. That is, 
for some ky. By 2 then follows x4 $B(e,,;,.$) for all k3k,, i.e. 
(2) d(xy,e,,;:)>s;l. 
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for all k 3 k,,,,. Take an ny so large that 
1 
(4) g <$. 
Take k> max(k,, liy,,,,). From (2) and (3), 
(5) s;j<d(x,.e,)<&. i 
(4) and (5) contradict one another. We are thus led to the conclusion that xy E 
B(e,:,si) for all k, i.e. (1). 
Let us return to the construction procedure of { (e,.;,sz)}k. This will be given by 
induction on k. 
Put 
s;I =min -, 
C 
1 B2uLL r> 
2 2 1 . 
It then follows that 
1. O<& l/2 
and 
3. B(e&) cB(e ~~,co,~,~),~~?(O,.~,Y)/~) c B(e/c,(o,,,~),Bz(o,j,v)) c GI n B(e,,r) 
by effective denseness. 
Suppose { (v~,s~)}~~~ has been defined so that Requisites l-4 are satisfied. We will 
explain how to define (vi+, , .sl+ ,) from this sequence. 
By effective denseness, we obtain 
(6) &+I nB(e,.;,$) 3 B(e,,,cx+l.,~.,~;j,,lj)2(k + 1, v;i, s;,,. 
Now put 
It should be obvious that {VT} and {s:} are recursive. Let us check Requisites l-4 for 
k + 1. Requisite 1 is immediate from the definition. 
2 and 3: By (6), the definitions above and 3 for k, we obtain 
(We\,,u l  , sl+, ) c B(e,,;, 3: ) follows from above.) 
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4. By 2 for any 13k, 
e,,;, E We,,;, $1. 
From this and 1 follows 
1 
d(e,f,e,:;)d--. 2k+’ 
That is, {e,,;} is effectively Cauchy, effectively in q. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Note. Notice that, in the statement of the effective Baire theorem, no notion of com- 
putability is imposed on the sequence { uk} except for an indirect notion of effective 
denseness. 
An obvious example of an effectively sequentially dense sequence of open sets is 
the following. 
Consider the real space R with the standard metric. The family of all the computable 
sequences of reals is the computable structure for R, and a recursive enumeration of 
all the rationals, say {ej} serves as an effective separating set. Put uk = R - {ek}. Let 
B(ej,r) be an open interval with center cj and radius r of a rational number. An open 
interval B(ei, S) satisfying 
uk n B(ej,r) 3 B(e;,s) 
can be defined as follows. 
If ek = cj, then put s = r/4 and let i be the least number satisfying ei = ej + r/2. If 
O<d(ek,e,)<r, then put i=j and s=(d(ck,ej)/2). If d(ek,ej)>r, then take B(ej,r) 
as B(ei,s). 
For this example, the fact that nk uk is non-empty with a computable witness could 
be trivially obtained just by taking any computable irrational number. The effective 
version of the Baire theorem asserts more. 
Definition 2.2 (E@ctive nowhere dense open sets). A sequence of sets {E,} is said 
to be sequentially effectively nowhere dense if the sequence {X - En} is sequentially 
effectively dense. 
Proposition 2.2 (Effective Baire category theorem). Let {E,} be un eflectively no- 
where dense sequence of sets. Then there is a sequence {x,} E Y such that {x,} c X - 
UE,,, and {x,} is dense in X. 
Proof. Put U,, =X-E,. Then by definition {U,,} is a sequence of effectively dense open 
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3. Computable functions on an effectively compact space 
We will denote a metric space with a computability structure and an effective sep- 
arating set {e,} by (X,d,Y, {e,}). We first define effective compactness of a metric 
space. 
Definition 3.1 (E’ctive compuctness). (X, d, 9, {e,}) IS said to be effectively totally 
bounded if there exists a recursive function CI such that X = Uz$) B(e,, 1/2P) for all p. 
If (X, d, 9, {e,}) is effectively totally bounded and complete (hence effectively com- 
plete by Proposition 1.4), then we say that (X,d, 9, {e,}) is effectively compact. 
Example 3.1. The unit interval, the unit disk and the unit square with boundaries 
included are effectively compact. 
Example 3.2. We give another example of an effectively compact space. Let X be the 
set of all computable sequences of reals x = (xi ,x2,. . .) such that lx;] < l/2’ (i = 1,2,. . .), 
and let d(x,y)= dw, where x=(x1,x2 ,...) and y=(yi,yz ,...) are ele- 
ments of X. It is well known that (X,d) is a compact metric space. 
Let 9’ be the family of {x~},“,, , where Y, = {xm,,,}j?, E X (m = 1,2,. . .) and 
{xm,j}m.j is a computable double sequence of reals. 9 is a computability structure for 
(x,d). 
For p E N, let X, be the set of (xl ,x1,. . .) E X such that for i < p, xi = k/2P where 
k = - 2+, -2P--i + 1,. . . ,2P-’ and for i > p, xi = 0. The number of elements of X, is 
P(p) = @,(2P-‘+I + 1). 
Let {;Ci},yi be a natural enumeration of elements in X, ,X1,. . . (admitting repetitions) 
and let cc(p) = C,“=, P(k). Then (X, d, Y) is effectively compact with repect to {<,} 
and a(p). 
Assumption. In this section, 3 = (X, d, 9’, {e,}) IS assumed to be effectively compact. 
Subsequently, computable functions from X to R will be defined, and it will be 
shown that they are dense in the space of continuous functions. 
Definition 3.3 (Computable functions). A function f :X --f R is said to be computable 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) f maps 9 into the set of computable seqnences of reals. 
(ii) ,f is effectively uniformly continuous on X, that is, there exists a recursive 
function a such that, for all p and for all x, y E X, d(x, y) d l/a(p) implies 
I./-(x) - J’(Y)1 G lDP. 
Remark 3.1. A sequence {fn} of functions from X to R is said to be computable if: 
(i) a double sequence {jn(~m)},l,m is computable for any {n,} E Y and 
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(ii) the sequence of functions {fn} is effectively uniformly continuous on X, that is, 
there exists a recursive function a(n, p) such that, for all n, p and all x, y E X, 
d(X,Y)d & implies Ifn(x) - f,(y)1 d I&. > 
We quote two propositions concerning computable functions from our previous work. 
Proposition 3.1 (Maximum values: Proposition 19 of [S]). Let fn :X + R be a com- 
putuble sequence of functions. Then the maximum values s, = max{f,(x): x EX} 
form u computable sequence of reals. 
Proposition 3.2 (Closure under effective uniform convergence: a sequential version of 
Proposition 20 of [5]). Let f,,,,, :X 4 R be a computable double sequence of functions 
such that f,,,,, + fm as n + 00, unrformly in x, effectively in n and m; that is, there 
exists a recursive junction c( such that, for all n,m and p, 
n 3 a(m, p) implies Ifmn(x) - fm(x)I d A. 
Then {fm} is a computable sequcne of ,functions. 
As a main theorem in this section, we will prove that computable functions are dense 
in the space of continuous functions on X. 
Theorem 1 (Approximation). Let f :X + R be a continuous function. For any e >O, 
there exists a computable function g :X + R such thut 
max{lf(x)-g(x)l: xEX}<.s. 
Remark 3.2. This theorem cannot be effectivized in E, nor can be extended to a se- 
quence of functions. 
For the proof of the Theorem 1, we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f(x) and g(x) be computable functions on X. Then (.f US)(X) = 
max{ f (x), g(x)} and (f n g)(x) = min{ f (x), g(x)} are computable junctions. 
It is easy to show Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let x0,x1 be two computable points in X bcith x0 #xl. Dejine 
cp(x> = 
4x> xo 1 
4x,x0) + 4x,x1 1’ 
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then q(x) is computable and 
where 1x1 is the diameter of X. 
Proof. The computability of q follows from the computability of x0 and XI, and the 
following direct calculation shows the result: 
I&) - dY)l = 
= 
The numerator < 
0, xo > d(.vo) 
d(x,xo) + 4x,x1 > - d(y,xo) + d(y,xl> 
IdWoMy.xl> - d(-wM_wo)l 
(d(x,xo) + 4x,x1 ))(d(y,xo) + 4xX1)) 
ld(x,xoMy,x~ ) - d(x,xo)d(x,x~ >I 
+Id(x,xo)W,xl) - d(-vl )d(y,xo)l 
= d(x,xo)ld(v,xl) - d(x,xl )I + d(x,xl )Id(x,xo) - d(y,xo)l 
and so follows the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Step 0. Noting that the function f is uniformly continuous, for a fixed E>O, we 
can choose 6 >O such that 
If(x)-f(y)l<t if lx-Yl<6. 
Let 
where M = maxXEx /f(x)1 + 1. By Lemma 3.2, we have that if d(xo,xl)>6/2 and if 
d(x,Y)<&, 
21-7 
Iv(x) - cp(Y)l< (6,2)2 4&Y)< &. (*I 
Let p be an integer with 1/2P < 61. By the effective total boundedness of X, there is 
an integer cc(p) such that 
r(p) 
UB l ( ) ei, 5 =X. i=l 
Let Z={1,2,...,a(p)} and choose computable real numbers {Y,}~~, such that lrj - 
f(ei)l <E/3 for i EI. 
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Step 1. We show that there exist computable functions {&x)},,.,~, satisfying 
(i) 1$(x)-f(x)1 <E for x E B(e,, 1/2P) and 
(ii) s;(x)<f‘(x) + e for x E B(e,, 1/2p) 
Assume that i,j E I 
Case a. d(e,i, ei) < 612 holds. 
In this case, we define the computable function yj(x)=r;. 
Then (i) holds; for x E B(e;, 1/2p), 
1$(x)-f’(x)1 = 1~ - f(x)1 < 1~; - f(ei)l + If(ei) - f(x)1 < i + t cc, 
since d(e;,x)< 1/2p<6t <6. 
(ii) holds; for x E B(ej, l/2”)? 
gi(X)=ri <f(‘Zi) f E/3 <f(X) f t + f, 
since d(ei,x) < 6 by virtue of d(ei, ei) < §/2 (the assumption of Case a) and d(ei,x) < 
l/2” <6t < f(~ E B (ej, 1/2P)). 
Case b. d(ej,ei) 2 612 holds. 
In this case we define the computable function 
g;(X) =ri $ (r-j - ri)qi,j(X) where pi,j(X) = 
0, e, ) 
4x, e;) + 4x, e, ) ’ 
Notice that gt(e;) = Y, and y;.(e,,) = 7. Then (i) holds; for x E B(e;, 1/2J’), 
k/j(x) - .f(x)l d I&x)-y)(e,)l + Isi(.f(ci)l + I.f’(ei)-.f(x)l 
using the facts that (*) in Step 0, g,)(e,) = r; and d(e,,x) < 1/2P < 61 ~6. 
(ii) holds; for x E B(ei, 1/2J’), 
$(X)<gj(f?j) + i =yi + t <f(ej) + f + f <J’(X) + I:, 
by virtue of (*) in Step 0 and d(x, ej) < 6. 
Step 2. For a fixed i E Z, put g’(x) = infje, {y>(x)}. The tinction g’(x) is computable 
and satisfies 
(iii) lg’(x) - f(x)/ <C if x E B(e;, 1/2p) and 
(iv) g’(x)<f(x) + E for xEX, 
by virtue of (i) and (ii) above and the fact that UjE, B(ej, 1/2p) =X. 
Put g(x) = max,E/ {g’(x)}. Th en the function g(x) is computable and satisfies 
[g(x) - f’(x)1 <i-: for x EX 
because of (iii) and (iv). This completes the proof. 0 
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4. Effectively a-compact metric spaces 
In this section, by defining eflectively compuct subsets and efectively a-compact 
metric spaces, we treat computable real-valued functions on these spaces. 
We will consider an o-compact metric space with a computability structure and an 
effective separating set, say (X,d, 9’). 
Definition 4.1 (EfSrctively compuct subset). A closed subset K CX is called effec- 
tively compact if there exist a computable sequence {&}j??, of points and a recursive 
function cc(p) such that {&}E, = K and U;z’B(ti, 1/2P) > K for all positive integer 
p. ({ti}gl means the closure of {<;}r, .) 
Definition 4.2 (EfSective o-compactness). (i) A complete metric space (X, d, 9’) is 
called effectively a-compact if there exist a sequence {K,},oO=, of effectively compact 
sets with a computable double sequence {t,i}ni of points and a recursive function 
cc(n,p) such that 
a(n, PI 
{Gi}rt =Kn, IJ B IK,~ and zKn =X 
1=I tl=l 
(ii) Let A be a o-compact subset of X. ,4 is called strictly effectively o-compact if 
there is a recursive function a satisfying {<,,+J},~, = K, fl A. 
Note. {;“ni}E, serves as an effective separating set for the space X. 
The computability of functions on an effectively o-compact metric space is defined 
as a natural extension of Definition 3.2 (see also Section 3 in Ch. 0 of [6]). 
Definition 4.3 (Computable functions). (i) A real-valued function f(x) on an effec- 
tively o-compact space (X, d, 9) with {K,}z, is computable if 
(Sequentiul computability) for any {xn} E cY, {,f’(~~)}~ is a computable sequence 
of reals, and 
(E’ctive uniform continuity) there exists a recursive function B(n,p) (modulus 
of continuity) such that for x, y E K,, with d(x, y) < l/b(n, p), it holds that If(x) - 
f(u)1 G L/2p. 
(ii) The computability of a function defined on a strictly effectively a-compact subset 
of X can be defined similarly to (i) above. 
The above definitions can be restated for a sequence of functions. 
The definition of effective uniform convergence for functions on an effectively g- 
compact metric space is defined as follows: 
Definition 4.4 (Eflective convergence). Let (X, d, Y, {Kk}) be an effectively a-compact 
metric space. A sequence {fn} of functions on X is said to converge effectively and 
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uniformly to a function f if there exists a recursive function cc(k, p) such that 
n > a(k,p) implies IjXx>--f(x)1 d $ for XE Kk. 
We can prove a a-compact version of Proposition 3.2 (Closedness under effective 
uniform convergence). 
Definition 4.5 (r.e. sets and co-r.e. sets). A sequence of open subsets of X, say {U,,,} 
is said to be sequentially recursively enumerable (r.e.) if there are a double sequence 
{a,,,,,} in 9 and a computable double sequence of positive rationals {rmn} such that 
U, = U,, B(a,,, rmn ). 
If {X- Vm} is sequentially r.e., we call { Vm} sequentially co-r.e. 
An open set U is called r.e. if {U, U,. . .} is sequentially r.e. Similarly with a closed 
set being co-r.e. 
Note. (1) A co-r.e. set is closed by definition. 
(2) If a point x E X is computable, then the set {x} is co-r.e. 
With the definitions above, we can generalize Lemma 22 and Proposition 23 (Effec- 
tive Urysohn’s Lemma) of [5] to sequences of sets in an effectively a-compact space 
as follows. Since the proofs in [5] can be easily modified to the present versions of the 
propositions by first generalizing Proposition 3.2 to the effectively o-compact space, 
we will simply state the propositions here. 
Lemma 4.1. Let {Q,} be a sequentially r.e. sequence of open sets with respect to 
({ama}, {rmn}). Then there exists a computable sequence of real-valued functions 
h, :X + [0, l] such that x E U, tf and only zf h,(x) > 0. 
Proposition 4.1 (Effective sequential Urysohn’s Lemma). Let {Ci} and {CA} be 
respectively sequentially co-r.e. sets such that, for each m, Cj, and CA are mutu- 
ally disjoint. Then there exists a computable sequence of functions g,,, :X + [0, l] 
such that gm(x) = i zf and only if x E CL (i = 0,l). 
5. Effective Tietze’s extension theorem 
There are different ways of proving the effective version of the Tietze’s extension 
theorem. Here we give a direct construction of a desired function, since it supplies us 
with a better understanding of the algorithm involved. 
Let A CX be a strictly effectively o-compact co-r.e. set (cf. (ii) of Definition 4.2) 
and let h be a real-valued computable function on A. Put V = {xlh(x) < O}. Suppose 
also that 2 is a recursive modulus of uniform continuity of h on A. 
Proposition 5.1 (Inverse open set lemma). Let A and V be as above. Then ZJ =X - 
V={xlh(x)>O}U(X-A) is r.e. 
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Proof. Here we will present a proof for the case of X being effectively compact 
(and hence A is effectively compact), for the reason that the general case requires 
complicated notations so that the essence of the proof will be lost. It is easy to see 
how to modify the subsequent argument to the effectively a-compact space. Let {e,,} 
be an effective separating set of X. 
Notice that by definition X-A is r.e. Put 
W= u B en,-& u(X-A). 
h(e,)>O,l/2P<h(e,,).!2 ( ) 
Here, two summands may not be disjoint. The proof of the proposition is carried out 
in four steps. 
Step 1. The sucL’ess set {(n, p)lh(e,) >0 and 1/2P <h(e,)/2} is recursively enu- 
merable. 
We evaluate h(e,) > 0 and 1/2P <h(e,,)/2 at stages i = 1,2,. . . At stage i, evaluate 
h(qi) > 0 for 1 6 j < i up to i steps. If the computation is completed by step i and 
h(ei) > 0 is yes for a j, then enumerate j at that stage. (There may be multiple numbers 
jt, . . , jr < i for which h(e,, ) > 0 turns up to be yes). Now, for p = 1,. . , i, check if 
1/2P <h(ej)/2 holds up to i steps. For each p with the answer yes, put (j, p) into the 
success set. 
It is not hard to show that this process exhaust all the success pairs. We can also 
define a recursive fi which enumerates the the success pairs. 
Note. If q > p and (n, p) is a success pair, then (n, q) is also a success pair. 
Step 2. W is r.e. 
From the result in Step 1, it can be derived 






with /I recursive. So, W is r.e. 
Step 3. If h(e,?)>O, 1/2J’<h(e,,)/2, x E B(e,, l/a(p)) and h(x) is defined, then 
h(x)>O. 
x E B(en, l/cc(p)) means d(x,e,) < I/c((p). So, if h(x) is defined, then 
Ih(x) - h(e,)l < 1/2/j < y. 
From this follows 
o < h(ejl > 
2 <h(x). 
This in particular implies h(x) >O. 
Step 4. If h(x)>O, then x E B(e,,, l/r(p)) for a success pair (n, p). 
Suppose h(x) >O, and take a p so that l/2”< h(x)/4. By the effective uniform 
continuity, d(x, y) < l/a(p) implies lb(x)-h(y)( < l/2” < h(x)/4. 
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Due to the density of {e,}, there is an n such that d(x,e,) < l/a(p), i.e. x E 
B(en, l/a(~)), and hence I/z(x) - h(e,)l d 1/2p </2(x)/4. 
From this follows 
0 < /qx) _ ho = 3h(x) 
4 
4 < Xc, ), 
and hence h(e,)>O. It also follows that 
1 h(x) Ye,?) < h(e,) 
2,‘<4<- - 3 q. 
so, (4 P) is a success 
Now, Steps 3 and 4 
L 
pair. 
imply W = U, and hence, by Step 2, it follows that U is r.e. 
0 
Note. Proposition 5.1 can be generalized to a sequentially co-r.e. sets. We have stated 
and proved it for a single co-r.e. set in order to simplify the argument. 
We now proceed to the Tietze’s extension theorem. 
Theorem 2 (Effective Tietze’s extension theorem). Let A be a co-r.r. subset of X which 
is strictly efectively o-compact relative to the base {B(&,r)}, und let ,f : A+R he 
a computuble function dejned on A. Then f is extendible to a totul computable 
junction. That is, there is a real-valued computable junction g dejined on X such thut 
f =g on A. 
Furthermore, ij f is bounded, then minsEX g(x) = min.rEA .f (x) and max,EXg(x) 
= max,64f(x). 
There are different ways of proving the proposition. Here we give a direct con- 
struction of g, since it supplies us with a better understanding of the algorithm in the 
construction. 
Proof. The construction of the extension g and the proof of its mathematical prop- 
erties are classical. We only have to show that g is computable. We will outline the 
construction of g according to Problem 19 in Section 3, Ch. 8, of [7]. We will not 
elaborate with mathematical proofs. 
Step 1. Put h=f/(l + IfI). Then h IS a computable function on A into the open 
interval (- 1,l ), and h(x) > 0 if and only if f(x) > 0. Put B1 = {xlh(x) < - f } and 
By = {xlh(x)3 f}. Then B! n B: = 4, BI, B: CA, and both B1 and B: are closed. 
By Proposition 5.1 (Inverse open set lemma), we obtain that BI and B: are co-r.e. 
Step 2. By virtue of Step 1 above, we can apply Proposition 4.1 (Effective Urysohn’s 
Lemma) to B1 and B:, so that there exists a computable function 
(1) h, :X+ R, 
such that lhl(x)l<i, and hr(x)=(-1)‘/3 if and only ifxEB’, (i= 1,2). Further- 
more, 
(2) lb(x) - h,(x)1 < $ on A. 
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Step 3. We construct a sequence of real-valued functions {h,} on X, where each h, 
is computable, and hence, for each fixed n, h - C:=,hi is computable. The functions 
{h,} are supposed to satisfy 
(3) Ihn(x)l 62”-‘/3” on X and 
(4) Ih(x) - C:=,hj(n)i < 2”/3” on A. 
In the course of defining {h,}, we also define pairs of sets { (B!,B?)} so that {B/} 
is increasing 0’ = 1,2), B! f@ = 0 and Bf and Bf are co-r.e. 
For n = 1, the construction is done in Steps 1 and 2. 
Assume hl , h2, . . , h, and the corresponding sets have been defined. For n + 1, put 
B;,, = xlh(x) - 2 hi(x) < - & 
i=l }. %+I= { 
xlh(x) - i: hi(x)> I$ ;:, 
Bk+Pi+, = 0 is obvious. By an application of Proposition 5.1 to X and h - Cf=,hi, 
we obtain that BA,, and Bz,, are co-r.e. Then by the effective Urysohn’s lemma applied 
to BA,, and Bi,,, there is a computable function h,+l :X-+R satisfying 
h,+,(x)= -5 on BA,,, 
hn+l(x) = z& on Bi,,, 
Ihn+l(x)l d $ on X 
So, hn+l satisfies (3) above. From the definition, {B!}i<,+l is increasing, and (4) is 
satisfied. 
Step 5. {h,} is uniformly summable on X to a continuous function k(= Cr, hi), 
where lkl<l and k=h on A. Set y=k/(l - lkl). 
What is left now is to show that k is computable. For this purpose, we first assume 
that {h,} is computable as a sequence of functions on X. Under this assumption, 
put H, = Cr=, hi and show that {H,} converges to k effectively and uniformly with 
respect to the maximum norm. Then by Proposition 3.2 (Closure under effective and 
uniform convergence), k is computable. The effective and uniform convergence follows 
immediately from the evaluation 
The final job is to claim that {h,} is computable as a sequence of functions. 
Observing the constructions of {h,} and {B/}( j = 1,2) above, we can see that there 
is a master program to construct them alternately so that {B:} is sequentially co-r.e. 
(j = 1,2). So, we can apply Proposition 4.1 (Effective sequential Urysohn’s lemma) to 
obtain a computable sequence of functions {h,,}. 
The additional equations are classical results. 0 
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Note. Let us remark that the proposition above holds for strictly effectively o-compact 
co-r.e. subsets of X. It is not required that A be effectively compact (called sometimes 
recursive). The effective version of the Tietze’s theorem for a recursive subset of the 
Euclidean space has been dealt with by Zhou in [12]. 
We should also note that A has been required to be strictly effectively a-compact, 
and not just co-r.e. This is because the proof depends on the property that A can be 
effectively generated from the separating set { cij} of the entire space. (See the proofs 
of Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 2 above.) 
Our last result is concerned with decomposition of unity. 
Let (X, d, Y) be an effectively a-compact metric space with {K,}. 
Definition 5.1 (EfSective local jinite covering). A sequence of r.e. open sets {Of},??, 
is called an effective local finite covering of X if UE, Oi =X and if there exists a 
recursive function m(n) such that K,, n 0, = q5 for all j > g(n). 
Theorem 3 (Effective decomposition of unity). Let {On} be an effective local jinite 
r.e. cooering of X. Then there exists a computable sequence of functions { fn} which 
satisjes 
(i) fn(x)20, 
(ii) fn(x) = 0 if x$0,, 
(iii) C,“=, fn(x) = 1. 
Lemma 5.1. Let E be a co-r.e. closed set and let 0 be an r.e. open set. Zf EcO, 
then there exist an r.e. open set U and a co-r.e. closed set A such that EcUCACO. 
Proof. E and X -0 are co-r.e sets which are disjoint. By the effective Urysohn’s 
lemma, there exists a computable function f(x) such that 06 f(x) d 1, f(x) = 1 iff 
x E E and f(x) = 0 iff x $! 0. Then, U = {xl f (x) > $} and A =X - {xi f (x) > i} satisfy 
the condition. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. El =X - U,“,,O,, is a co-r.e. set and EICOI. Using Lemma 5.1, 
there exist an r.e. open set Ut and a co-r.e. closed set Al such that EICUICAI CO,. 
Then {U,,02,0~,...} is an r.e. open covering of X. 
If we apply the above procedure to { UI, . . . , U,_ 1, O,, . . .} and 
En=X- (g GUiQ,Oi)) 
we get an r.e. open set U, and a co-r.e. set A,, such that E,,c U,,CA,CO,,. Again, 
(UI,...,Un,O?l+I,... } is an r.e. open covering of X. 
Now apply the effective Urysohn’s lemma to A, and X - 0, to obtain a computable 
function gn such that 0 < gn(x) < 1 ,gn(x) = 1 if and only if x E A, and gn(x) = 0 if and 
only if x $0,. 
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Similar to the final step in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we see that {A,} is sequen- 
tially co-r.e., and so by Proposition 4.1 we obtain that {gn} is computable. Now put 
12(x) = gn(~)lC~,gi(x). Then {A> IS a computable decomposition of unity, since the 
effective local finiteness of (0,) guarantees the computability of CEtgi(x). 0 
We call a computable seuquence of functions {f,,} a decomposition of unity (with 
respect to {On}) if it satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3. The next corollary is 
easily proved. 
Corollary. Let (0,) he an effective local finite r.e. covering of X, and { fn} be u 
decomposition of unity. Then any function f on X is computable if and only { fn o f } 
is a computable sequence. 
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